As a shock w a v e passes through a material interface into a region of higher density the receiver material, a transmitted and re ected shock w a v e are both generated and the interface is set into motion. The speeds of the transmitted shock, re ected shock, and interface are related to the initial shock speed and material properties via a set of coupled nonlinear equations that, in general, cannot be easily solved analytically. In this report, we derive the equations which describe this process and we document a n umerical routine which solves the nonlinear equations. We then go on to solve the problem of nding the position where the interface collides with the transmitted shock w a v e once the transmitted shock wave is re ected from an impenetrable boundary located somewhere away from the initial material interface. Finally, w e compare the analytical predictions with the CALE simulation running in 1-D.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of how a shock wave is transmitted through a material interface, subsequently re ects from a hard boundary, and then collides with the original material interface, sounds like a classic textbook problem. Given the age of the theory of one dimensional 1-D shocks e.g. Ref 1 and references therein it comes as something of a surprise that the analytical solution of this problem is not readily available in the classic literature on the subject. In spite of the fact that the solution of this problem is only of textbook di culty, it is nevertheless useful to provide a reference on the analytic numerical solution of such a problem. This problem is particularly relevant for those involved in studying Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities 2,3 in shock tubes e.g Ref. 4 or high power laser driven experiments.
In this report our problem is solved in two distinct parts. Section II describes the solution for the problem of how a shock incident on a material interface is transmitted, and partially re ected, from the interface and how this process sets the interface into motion. The equations that describe the transmission re ection problem form a coupled nonlinear set which, in general, have n o simple explicit solution but can instead be solved by n umerical techniques. Section III deals with the problem of nding the position where the transmitted shock, upon later re ection from a impenetrable wall, collides with the moving material interface. In Section IV, predictions of the analytical formulation are compared with results from running the CALE simulation in 1-D. Section V has some closing remarks. In Appendix A, we provide a fortran computer code which solves all of the equations presented in the body of this report. Throughout, we make the perfect gas assumption.
II. ANALYSIS OF THE SHOCK TRANSMISSION REFLECTION PROBLEM
Our problem begins by supposing that we have two materials at rest in contact across a 1-D interface. We call the region to the left of the interface Region 0 and the region to the right of the interface Region 2. We assume that both Regions 0 and 2 are perfect gases with known macroscopic properties such as the density , pressure p, sound speed c, and polytropic index . Figure 1 illustrates the problem setup. Initially, the pressures in Region 0 and Region 2 are assumed to be equal p 0 = p 2 so that the interface is in stationary equilibrium. We n o w suppose that we h a v e a shock w a v e traveling from Region 0 toward Region 2 with a known Mach n umber, M = u s =c 0 , where u s is the shock speed in Region 0 and c 0 is the sound speed in Region 0. In what follows it is to be understood that a numerical subscript, i, o n a quantity indicates the region, i, with which that quantity is associated. As the shock w a v e propagates through Region 0 the material is processed" into a material with the same polytropic index, but with a di erent pressure, density, temperature, and internal energy. We call the region of material processed by the initial shock Region 1. Once the shock contacts the Region 0-Region 2 interface all of Region 0 material will have been processed into Region 
III. ANALYSIS OF THE COLLISION OF THE INTERFACE AND WALL REFLECTED SHOCK
Once the initial shock i s transmitted through the interface and the interface is set in motion, both move t o the right at their respective speeds. We now suppose that the right hand side of our system is bounded by a w all. As long as 2 1 the shock m o v es faster than the interface, so it will encounter the wall and re ect from the wall before the interface has a chance to reach the wall itself. To calculate the position at which the wall re ected shock encounters the interface it is necessary to compute the speed of the shock upon re ection from the wall this speed is di erent than the speed of the shock before re ection from the wall. Figure 3 summarizes that problem at this stage. Fig. 3 The transmitted shock which processes Region 2 material into Region 3 material encounters a wall and re ects from it. The wall re ected shock then processes Region 3 material into Region 5 material bringing the material to rest. A short time later, the wall re ected shock will collide with the original material interface.
To compute the speed of the shock upon re ection from the wall it is necessary to realize that the material bounded by the re ected shock and the wall Region 5 must be at rest to be consistent with the boundary condition at the wall. Thus, a relation similar to Eq. 1 is again valid 
IV. COMPARISON WITH THE CALE SIMULATION
In Figure 5 we show h o w prediction of the position x from the above analysis compares with that predicted by the CALE simulation for a range of initial shock Mach numbers ranging from M = 1 : 5 t o M = 10.
To produce Figure 5 the initial conditions in CALE are prepared in a way similar to the situation shown in Figure 1 . We c hoose the material in Region 0 to be air with molecular weight 28. The interface between Region 0 and Region 2 is initially set at 62 cm from the wall on the right hand side. In CALE, the ideal gas law equations of state are used for both materials. The simulation is run in pure Lagrangian mode.
V. CONCLUSION
As a shock wave passes through a material interface into a region of higher density the receiver material, a transmitted and re ected shock w a v e are generated and the interface is set into motion. The speeds of the transmitted shock, re ected shock, and interface are related to the initial shock speed and material properties via a set of coupled nonlinear equations, Eqs. 4-7. Eqs. 4-7 cannot be solved explicitly, in general, but they can instead be solved using numerical techniques. Once the transmitted shock wave is re ected from a boundary located somewhere away from the initial material interface it will eventually collide with the material interface which w as set into motion by the passage of the original shock wave. The analytical predictions, which come from numerical solution of Eqs. 1-10, compare quite well with results of running the CALE simulation in 1-D.
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APPENDIX A: FORTRAN CODE
This Appendix presents the numerical code SHOCKINT used to solve the coupled set of nonlinear equations, Eqs. 4-7. In addition, the code has also been set up to solve Eqs. 1-3 and Eqs. 8-10 so as to yield the full solution to the problem discussed in the body of this report. The numerical method used is a globally convergent Newton's method with line searching and backtracking 5 . The subroutines newt, fdjac, fmin, lnsrch, lubksb, and ludcmp are similar to those same routine found in Ref. 5 . Eqs. 4-7 are coded in the subroutine funcv.
The code uses an input le shint.inp to read in the material properties of Region 0 and Region 2 as well as the Mach n umber of the incident shock. An example of the contents of the shint.inp input le is shown below:
An example of the output of the code SHOCKINT, for the input shown above, is given below:
Input parameters: c0= 3.4800000E-02 gamma= 1.400000 rho0= 2.6599999E-04 e0= 2.1616500E-03 p0= 2.3009760E-07 Mach 2.000000 gam2= 1.200000 rho2= 1.3100000E-03 e2= 8.7786000E-04 p2= 2.3009760E-07 Sound speed in region 2, c2= 1.4518142E-02 Shock processed region 0 i.e. region 1: p1 p0= 4.500000 rho1 rho0= 2.666667 rho1= 7.0933334E-04 Piston Velocity, v1= 4.3499999E-02 e1 e0=
1.687500 e1= 3.6477842E-03 Pressure boundary condition, p1= 1.0354391E-06 Sound speed in region 1, c1= 4.5206524E-02
Normal Return Eqn. 1 0.0000000E+00 Eqn. 2 -2.9802322E-08 Eqn. 3 0.0000000E+00 Eqn. 4 5.9604645E-08
Pressure at interface, pc= 1.6185573E-06 Density in region 3, rho3= 5.6932378E-03
Speeds of material interface and transmitted shock:
Speed of the interface, uc= 2.8565962E-02 Speed of shock transmitted into region 2, u23= 3.7103351E-02 Speed of shock reflected from wall, u35= 1.1393987E-02 Collision point, x L= 0.9343911
Listed here is the fortran code for the SHOCKINT program. All subroutines necessary to compile the code are included.
C
shockint.f C********************************************************* C This simple code computes the startup conditions for C the region "behind" the shock for use in the CALE C simulation. Also, it computes the speed of the two-C material interface after contact with the initial C shock, the transmitted shock speed, and the speed C of the transmitted shock after hitting the "back" wall C of the shock tube. Finally, it computes the position C of the point of collision between the wall reflected C shock and the material interface. C C Units: lengths are in cm, times are in micro-sec., C pressures are in Mega-bars, material C internal energies are in Mbar-cm^3 g, and C densities are in g cm^3. C C Oct. 20, 1998 C C Dr. Omar A. Hurricane C A-Division C LLNL C P.O. Box 808, L-312 C Livermore, CA 91550 C C hurricane1@llnl.gov C C********************************************************************** C C NOTICE 1 C C TO BE USED WHEN UC WILL NOT EXERT COPYRIGHT, BUT WHERE NOTIFICATION OF C AN INTEREST TO COMMERCIALIZE IS DESIRABLE FOR VARIOUS REASONS. C C C This work was produced at the University of California, Lawrence C Livermore National Laboratory UC LLNL under contract no. C W-7405-ENG-48 Contract 48 between the U.S. Department of Energy DOE C and The Regents of the University of California University for the C operation of UC LLNL. The rights of the Federal Government are reserved C under Contract 48 subject to the restrictions agreed upon by the DOE C and University as allowed under DOE Acquisition Letter 97-1. C C C DISCLAIMER C C C This work was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of C the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor C the University of California nor any of their employees, makes any C warranty, express or implied, or assumes any liability or C responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any C information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents C that its use would not infringe privately-owned rights. Reference C herein to any specific commercial products, process, or service by C trade name, trademark, manufacturer or otherwise does not necessarily C constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the C United States Government or the University of California. The views and C opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or C reflect those of the United States Government or the University of C California, and shall not be used for advertising or product C endorsement purposes. C C C NOTIFICATION OF COMMERCIAL USE C C C Commericialization of this product is prohibited without notifying the C Department of Energy DOE or Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory C LLNL. C C C********************************************************* implicit none real p1op0,gamma,M,c0,r1or0,v1,e1oe0,pbc,r0,p0,e0 real p1,r1,c1,gam2,r2,p2,e2,M23,M14,uc,pc,c2 real r3,c3,M35,u23,u35,dum,x4,f4 logical check common pars gamma,gam2,p2,p1,c1,c2,v1 open unit=10,file='shint.inp' rewind10 read10,* read10,* c0 !Sound speed of Region 0 material. read10,* read10,* gamma !Polytropic index of Region 0 material. read10,* read10,* r0 !Density of Region 0 material. read10,* read10,* e0 !Tmat of Region 0 material. read10,* read10,* M !Mach of initial shock. read10,* read10,* gam2 !Polytropic index of Region 2 material. read10,* read10,* r2 !Density of Region 2 material. read10,* read10,* e2 !Temp. of Region 2 material. close10 write*,* 'Input parameters:' write*,* write*,* 'c0=',c0 write*,* 'gamma=',gamma write*,* 'rho0=',r0 write*,* 'e0=',e0 p0=r0*c0*c0 gamma write*,* 'p0=',p0 write*,* 'Mach ',M write*,* 'gam2=',gam2 write*,* 'rho2=',r2 write*,* 'e2=',e2 p2=p0 !Pressure balance at interface. write*,* 'p2=',p2 c2 = sqrtgam2*p2 r2 !Sound speed in Region 2. write*,* 'Sound speed in region 2, c2=',c2 write*,* p1op0 = 2.0*gamma*M*M-gamma+1.0 gamma+1.0 !p1 p0. r1or0 = gamma + 1.0*p1op0+gamma-1.0 r1or0 = r1or0 gamma-1.0*p1op0+gamma+1.0 !rho1 rho0. v1 = c0*2.0*M*M-1.0 M*gamma+1.0 !Piston Velocity. e1oe0 = p1op0 r1or0 !internal energy. write*,* 'Shock processed region 0 i.e. region 1:' write*,* write*,* 'p1 p0=',p1op0 write*,* 'rho1 rho0=',r1or0 write*,* 'rho1=',r1or0*r0 write*,* 'Piston Velocity, v1=',v1 write*,* 'e1 e0=',e1oe0 write*,* 'e1=',e1oe0*e0 write*,* 'Pressure boundary condition, p1=',p1op0*p0 p1=p1op0*p0 !Pressure of Region 1. r1=r1or0*r0 !Density of Region 1. c1=sqrtgamma*p1 r1 !Sound speed of Region 1. write*,* 'Sound speed in region 1, c1=',c1 write*,* x1=0.9*v1 !Initial guess for the speed of the interface. x2=0.5*p2+p1 !Initial guess for the interfacial pressure. x3=M !Initial guess for the Mach of the transmitted shock. 
